In this paper, we propose a new incremental state 
Perceptual Inputs
States Figure 1 : A framework of the proposed method work is inspired by Piaget's one [7] . In his work, the notion of contradiction is classified into three cate gories by seeing into children' behavior:
1. Contradictions such that it looks that the same actions yield the different results.
Contradictions characterized by incomplete dis agreement among certain classes

Contradictions caused by incorrect reasoning, es pecially incorrect implication.
In his work, he concluded that contradictions are emer ged from inconsistent complements. Two kinds of con tradictions introduced in this paper, i.e., "Different
Results Caused by the Same States and the Same Ac tions" and "Contradiction due to Ambiguous States,"
are belonging to category 1. and 2., respectively.
3 Proposed state segmentation method
Overview
The diagram of our approach is depicted in Figure   1 . As depicted in this figure, we assume continuous 
However, in the proposed method, state transition in formation is utilized vigorously so that such improve ment of an activated sample vector is not carried out. 
There is no contradiction in a state transition 4 Computational Simulations
Simulated Environments
In this paper, we examine the proposed method 
